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SOLUTION BRIEF

Deliver Secure & Seamless
Experiences for Customer and
Workforce Use Cases
Your customers have high expectations about their
digital experiences. They’re looking for convenience and
personalization from their interactions with your company.
Fail to deliver, and they won’t hesitate to take their
business elsewhere.
At the same time, your workfor
ce users are becoming increasingly mobile. They need the
ability to access resources securely from any location or
device. While
they may not have the options your customers do, they
need a seamless experience to do their jobs effectively
and efficiently.

With Ping + ProofID, you gain a customized and rapid
implementation with the flexibility to deploy on-premises or in
the cloud. You’ll get IAM and CIAM solutions designed to your
specific needs, including meeting exacting data security and
sovereignty requirements and European standards.
As a managed service provider, ProofID also provides the expertise
to manage your Ping deployment. With confidence and peace of
mind that your IAM tools are being managed to an industry-leading
resolution SLA, you can free up your team to focus on supporting
strategic initiatives and delivering business value.

How Ping and ProofID Work Together
The integration of Ping + ProofID helps you get the most out of
your Ping implementation. You’ll get the deep expertise of both
Ping and Proof ID to understand your specific requirements,

The partnership between Ping Identity and ProofID gives

including a thorough identity security assessment to identify
areas that need attention. You end up with a custom-

you the identity and access management (IAM) solutions

configured solution that includes the technical components and

you need to address evolving customer and workforce

complementary technologies for your specific needs.

use cases. You can rely on Ping to provide flexible
and robust enterprise IAM and customer IAM (CIAM)

ProofID’s proven process ensures you get the customized and

solutions, and ProofID to customize implementation to

resilient solutions needed to create competitive advantage and

your specific requirements.

keep pace with ever-changing business priorities.

Assessment | We listen to your requirements and thoroughly assess your current identity
security model. This ensures your new solution works seamlessly with what you have and meets
your longer term identity security goals.

Deployment | Proven experts in rapid and precise technical deployment, your deployment
team will be hand-picked to suit your specific project and trained to the highest standards.

Monitoring | We provide round-the-clock monitoring, including real-time alerts of issues or
outages. Monitoring is critical to minimize and quickly resolve issues, while also allowing for the
identification of enhancement opportunities.

Review & Evolution | Your overall identity security depends on continual improvement and
optimal optimization. Working together, we can ensure you receive the best return on investment in
Ping + ProofID.

What Are the Benefits?
Ping + ProofID come together to give you flexible
enterprise IAM and CIAM solutions customized to your
unique needs. You can expect:
•

Enterprise IAM deployments tailored to your
workforce use cases

•

Custom CIAM deployments that help you stand out
from your competitors

•
•

security program. Ping + ProofID helped Gates establish
a global authentication authority powered by the Ping
Intelligent Identity platform. During implementation, ProofID
provided advisory, configuration, deployment and ongoing
employee training to ensure a successful deployment,
helping Gates achieve significant milestones. Learn more
about Gates’ journey of overhauling their legacy IAM
systems.

Rapid and expert deployment and ongoing
management of your identity infrastructure

Customer

A flexible identity foundation that grows with you so

Through the myColorado™ mobile app, Colorado citizens

you get the most from your investment

can get secure and convenient access to state services
anytime, anywhere. Ping + ProofID are providing seamless

Success Stories

registration, MFA and image verification for the app, making
it possible for Colorado businesses and government

Workforce

agencies to verify user identities. The app also enables

Before implementing Ping Identity capabilities, Gates

users to filter which of their identity attributes are shared

Corporation was stretching a variety of homegrown and

when presenting their Digital IDs. The Digital ID program

older Microsoft systems to their breaking point. Unable to

lets citizens display a digital version of their driver license

provide the visibility or flexibility the Gates’ team needed,

on their smartphones for proof of identification, age and

these decentralized tools were adding complexity to their

address within Colorado. To learn more, read the blog.

Ping Identity
Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by intelligent identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust identity-defined
security and more personalized, streamlined user experiences. The Ping Intelligent IdentityTM platform provides customers,
employees and partners with access to cloud, mobile, SaaS and on-premises applications and APIs, while also managing
identity and profile data at scale. Over half of the Fortune 100 choose Ping for our identity expertise, open standards leadership
and partnership with companies including Microsoft, Amazon and Google. We provide flexible options to extend hybrid IT
environments and accelerate digital business initiatives with multi-factor authentication, single sign-on, access management,
intelligent API security, directory and data governance capabilities.

ProofID
ProofID is a global identity security partner, integrator and service provider. Proven specialists in IAM, ProofID is committed
to delivering pain-free, secure and seamless access and authentication experiences. Trusted by Tier 1 enterprises around the
world to design, deliver and manage IAM services, ProofID has successfully deployed their technology into regulated financial
institutions with dynamic workforce needs, high street retailers that require seamless customer engagement, leading universities
and worldwide charities. Their highly skilled team has been awarded more technical accreditations than any other Ping partner
and earned Ping’s Delivery Partner of the Year Award in 2018 and 2019.

To learn more about the Ping Intelligent Identity platform, visit www.pingidentity.com. For more information about ProofID’s
services, visit www.proofid.com.

Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by intelligent identity. We help enterprises achieve Zero Trust identity-defined security and more personalized, streamlined user experiences. The
Ping Intelligent Identity Platform provides customers, employees and partners with access to cloud, mobile, SaaS and on-premises applications and APIs, while also managing identity and profile
data at scale. Over half of the Fortune 100 choose us for our identity expertise, open standards leadership, and partnership with companies including Microsoft, Amazon and Google. We provide
flexible options to extend hybrid IT environments and accelerate digital business initiatives with multi-factor authentication, single sign-on, access management, intelligent API security, directory
and data governance capabilities. Visit www.pingidentity.com.
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